Colour Stability of Rubired Concentrates: Comparing
Flash Détente and Traditional Extraction Processes
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Introduction:

Results and Discussion:

A lack of stability of red colour derived from Rubired grape

FD gave similar red colour extraction and produced concentrate with less brown colour compared to CMH.1 FD concentrate

juice negatively impacts colour yield during production and

lost more red colour after heating for 9 days at 50, 60 & 70 °C whereas brown colour evolution was temperature dependent

storage, as well as limiting the use of such natural

(Table 1). With a half-life of ~ 200 h, FD concentrate had lower red colour stability at 50 °C compared to CMH concentrate,

colourants in food and beverage applications where colour

which had a half-life of ~ 230 h.2 As a marker associated with quality deterioration, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) was

stability is an essential criterion. The impact of using flash

lower in FD concentrate during accelerated ageing regardless of additive treatment (Figure 2). Red colour stability was

détente (FD), a process that rapidly heats grape must then

increased by acetaldehyde addition, low pH, and the combination of these two treatments, as was violet and brown colour

instantly cools it under strong vacuum, was investigated for

(results not shown), but seed tannin addition had no effect (Figure 1). 5-HMF formation and browning increased in low pH

Rubired grape colour extraction and compared to

treatments which were deemed to decrease the quality of Rubired concentrate.

extraction with conventional must heating (CMH). The
effects on colour stability from addition of commercial

Table 1. Percent change in red, violet & brown colour of CMH vs FD for Rubired concentrate after 9 days of accelerated ageing

seed tannin, acetaldehyde, or acid were also investigated.

Concentrate

Materials and Methods:

CMH
FD

Destemmed Rubired Grapes
23 -24 °Brix

85 °C for 5 - 10 min; -0.94 bar

Press, Centrifuge, Evaporate

Press, Centrifuge, Evaporate

Juice Concentrate

Juice Concentrate

50, 60 & 70 °C for 0, 3, 6 & 9 Days

300 mg/L

Low pH
(2.8)

Acetaldehyde
+ Low pH

Seed Tannin +
Acetaldehyde +
Low pH

Violet Colour Units

Accelerated Aging Treatments

1000 mg/L
GAE

Brown
+77.4
+74.6

55 - 56 °Brix

55 - 56 °Brix

Control

Red
−69.4
−72.4

Red Colour Units

57 °C for 2 hours

Acetaldehyde

Brown
−17.0
−22.9

70 °C
Violet
−41.2
−39.4

Flash Détente

Conventional Must Heating

Seed
Tannin

Red
−47.3
−52.1

50 °C
Violet
−11.0
−10.7

Temperature
60 °C
Red
Violet Brown
−64.3
−21.9
−3.0
−68.8
−24.2
+6.9

Time (Days)
Figure 1. Effect of treatments on red and violet colour stability of FD Rubired concentrate

Conclusion:
FD is a viable technology for producing
higher quality concentrates with lower 5-

Rubired Must

HMF and less browning. However lower
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outcomes were promising, but practical
implementation of such treatments for
Figure 2. Fitted means interaction plot for 5-HMF formation in CMH vs FD
Rubired concentrate kept at 50 ◦C

colour stabilisation will require optimisation,
especially to mitigate the production of 5HMF.

